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It is 2018. Australia, and the rest of the world, are at a critical crossroads. On the one hand,
we have arrived at a level of productivity seen by the extraordinary promise that automation
and artificial intelligence that should allow us to reduce significant amount of costs across our
traditional industries. On the other hand, the temporary spikes in unemployment that this
restructuring will cause could cause significant unrest and destabilisation that may backfire on
any gain in productivity UNLESS . . .

. . . we can work together across companies, start-ups, government,
universities and training bodies to ensure that this group of unemployed
people arising can be retrained and employed in the new businesses that
Australia believes will thrive in its “Australia 2030 Plan.” We must help these
new business arising like never before with access to capital, labour, skills
and markets – like every other country is doing.
In addition, Australian businesses must actually accelerate even further in
their use of automation to keep up with competition overseas. This
opportunity to “get it right” could be worth as much as an additional $2.2
trillion to our economy over the next 12 years (alphabeta, 2017).

(Charlton, 2017)
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4.The “future
workers” also need solutions for
their skills and entry into what will be a very
different and challenging new “Imagination
Age” economy. We believe the
collaborations we start to form to address
the transition workers will also need to work
on the needs of the future workers coming in.
That goes without saying.

Introduction

This paper is designed to act as a start of a
conversation to stimulate action,
collaboration, planning and eventually the
establishment of a solution to a tidal wave
of what we hope is temporary
unemployment that has already begun.
With the announcements of NAB’s 6000
job cuts in November of 2017 and Telstra’s
8000 job cuts in June 2018, Australia has
already begun what McKinsey has
predicted will be between 75 to 357 million,
or 14% of the global workforce needing to
switch their occupational categories due to
the impact of automation (McKinsey, 2017,
see next page’s picture summary). The
formidable analysis of Andrew Charlton of
alpha beta predicts for Australia that this
number could be 3.5 million displaced
workers at high risk between now and 2030
(alphabeta, 2017).
Perhaps before we begin, we should
reflect on whether we have simply arrived
at an interesting point of history where a
significant portion of our population can
now afford to be unemployed while the
machines work and allows us to paint, surf
and sun ourselves. I don’t believe we’ve
arrived at this point yet. I’m going to
assume that work will still be valued by the
majority of healthy adults increasingly
even up to 65-80 based on three
observations: a) the observation that our
wages are barely covering our costs of
living in Australia for most of us; b) the
increasing life expectation and costs of
supporting our elderly on our economy and
c) the psychological value that our society
places in earning a decent salary. I am
going to assume for the purposes of this
paper that “work” will be something that
our Australian adults will value in their
lives for at least another few decades.
So, if we assume that we will indeed be
hit by a tidal wave of work disruption, this
paper covers the following points:
1. The time is now: We have entered
the Imagination Age in Australia, the
arrival of automation, but also the
arrival of major unemployment cuts,
of the level that we may not be able to
simply absorb
2.

To retain “Lucky Country” status, we
can collaborate amongst the

5.To look at LABOUR and SKILLS, one idea
that this paper will look at will be the notion
of an Australian Career Transition
Academy” – which I will argue has a
physicality both in three dimensions and in
the digital world. In the Imagination Age, we
will need to create, dialogue, recreate, and
listen to the field. We need both a virtual
place in this day and age to have the 24-houra day debate, but we will also need a physical
place where people can come to learn, to
drop in and debate and absorb “Australia
2030” and help to create it as it emerges.

university, corporate, small business, nonprofit and government sectors to plan how
we can transition the “high-risk
workers”—who will be let go- into new jobs
by retraining and directing them to new
industries emerging. The work we have
already done to define “Australia 2030” and
fire up our future industries has already laid
the groundwork. Now we just need to
5.We also need to radically increase the
awaken its potential to serve the
CAPITAL and MARKETS for the companies
unemployed.
we need to build for Australia 2030. This will
3. It is not only the “High-risk workers” who
be the subject of my next months of
will need training in this new Imagination
exploration (Part 2 of this paper to come).
Age economy, however – it is also the
Having just joined Efic, the export credit
“Low-risk worker”– the worker who stays
agency for Australia, I am learning how far
behind in the bank, the telco, the energy
we are behind other OECD nations in the
company, who still has to lift Australia’s
support we give to our start up companies in
automation capability AND, as Roy Green
both debt financing and equity in their
would have it (Green, 2009), ALSO has to
beginning phase. If we want to assure that
lift the non-technology aspects of their
our plans for 2030 will work, we will have to
productivity. This is otherwise known as
start collaborating in capital and export
“management capability” – and, in
coordination much more coherently.
particular, I am delighted to see that
Twenty-two years ago, I started at the
‘instilling a talent mindset’ is one of the
Sydney Organising Committee for the
areas that Australians could make the
Olympic Games in 1996 with 109 other
most improvement in to boost our
people. I remember being daunted with the
productivity (Green, 2009). Teaching
notion of “how are we going to start
managers to grow their talent has been
planning this thing that would become 3000
the focus of my life’s work, and in the
staff, 60,000 volunteers and 70,000
Imagination Age we have just entered,
contractors?” I am reminded of that time
growing talent is the name of the game – once again. Australia 2030 and its $2.2
see my article Are You and Your Company trillion promise seems to put Australia 2000
Ready for the Imagination Age?
and its $2 billion cost a bit in perspective.

3.5 million

9 million

6.2 million

3

(alphabeta, 2017, numbers from his report, for a period over of
2015-2030, with 9 million extrapolated from current employment figures )
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(McKinsey, 2017)
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is Now
Whilst the Chicken Little in us would like to
say the tidal wave is right behind us and
let’s all panic, alphabeta’s paper, The
Automation Advantage, reminds us what
an extraordinary opportunity we, the lucky
country, have on our hands. Andrew
Charlton, formerly Mr. Rudd’s economic
advisor in 2008 and now heading up the
21st century-hip-insightful strategy and
economics consulting firm, has designed
an algorithm that can calculate the impact
of automation, artificial intelligence and all
of its associated Industry 4.0 impact on the
hours of work saved in various jobs at each
stage of progression between 2015 and
2030. The upside to the Australian
economy could be as much as $2.2 trillion
in two main categories:
• $1 Trillion from accelerating the rate of
automation given that 50% fewer
Australian firms are engaged in
automation compared to leading
countries
• $1.2 trillion from transitioning the
workforce displaced by machines into
new forms of work. (alphabeta, 2017)
I appreciate Andrew’s reminder of Milton
Friedman’s quote:
“human wants and needs are infinite,
and so there will always be new
industries, and there will always be
new professions.” (alphabeta, 2017)
It being 1 July 2018 as I write this paper,
our economy appears to be still booming,
being the only country in the OECD with
uninterrupted growth in 27 years.
Australia’s growth has been underwritten
by our mining and resources boom of
2000-2017, supported by an explosion of
agricultural, tourism and education exports
on a weaker currency. Cheap loans and
rapid population growth through
immigration allowed our housing starts to
also fuel our economy. And, we’re still in
growth, having reported 3.1% increase in
GDP in March this year, off yet again high
prices and exports of . . . . our iron ore, coal
and this time, LNG is starting to pay off all
of our capital investment.
BUT, as former Dean of UTS Business
School Roy Green would remind me very
quickly, Australia’s productivity has always
been less than encouraging (see our
comparative multi-factor productivity

Also note:

(CSIRO, 2016)

growth performance in the 2000s above)
(Green, 2012). Currently, labour productivity
growth stands at 1.8% average annual growth
rate over the last five years, and Treasury
estimates that we will need it to be 2.5% in
order to allow the living standards to continue
to improve at the long-run historical rate of 2%
per annum (as measured by per capita income)
(Campbell, Withers, 2017).
If those mining prices eventually fall and if
those retirees who make up a bigger share of
the population start expecting us to support
them while they don’t work, we could be in for
a challenge on that per capita income growth
story as long as we don’t address that
productivity story.
But at last– it does seem that we are starting
to address some of the productivity story
perhaps? Telstra and NAB’s announcements

seem to indicate that the Imagination Age has
arrived and all the capital investments of
artificial intelligence, blockchain, simulations,
3D Printing, big data, self-driving vehicles are
starting to pay off. Costs can be dramatically
removed from these corporations - - in the
name of thousands of jobs that will no longer
be needed. Now we might see the level of
output per unit of labour input increase
dramatically. On the other hand, we could also
see unemployment increase and drag down
Australia’s living standards significantly.
We believe that Telstra and NAB are only the
beginning of the cascade of a torrent of
announcements that we will see in the next 18
months to 2 years of many corporations
announcing their job cuts due to the “capital
deepening” impact of productivity – that is

master the art of collaboration, connecting
independent performers into networks focused
on specific goal accomplishment. Motivations for
these people will include various forms of
compensation, but will be strongly focused on
making a positive difference for others and the
world around them.
These leaders will know how to influence rapid
waves of innovation that alternate with
execution, with an agility of resources that can
constantly adjust to the new horizon that
emerges with each stage of development. As
with the pioneers of ancient times, the ability to
adapt to meet the unexpected will be critical.
The leader who is in the highest health of mental
fitness will succeed.

(Majesco, 2016)
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Global Innovation Index 2016 Australia Ranks
76th out of 127 countries in innovation efficiency (the ratio of innovation
outcomes to innovation research expenditure)
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increasing the amount of capital per worker and leveraging this capital to
provide more productivity. To make the most of this leverage, the firms
that develop the required business models, systems integration, and high
performance work and management practices that must accompany the
introduction of all of this new technology have been shown to manifest the
productivity, while firms simply installing the technology without the other
cultural changes do not (Green et al, 2012). Australia, in fact, has excelled
capital-deepening methodologies of productivity improvement over the
last decade, as can be seen in the chart below.

(Campbell et al, 2017)
If the other ASX top 20 organisations follow the NAB and Telstra
example, we can extrapolate the unemployment spike to the Australian
economy over the next 18 months to one year based on the top 20
companies alone, without regard to the rest of the economy in the table
on the right by applying a 15% reduction across the board to their
estimated employment (a similar level to what NAB and Telstra had
applied). The result: an additional 135,566 unemployed persons in the
market on top of the 494,300 people looking for full time employment
already (an additional 27%). And this is 0nly taking a look at the top 20
ASX companies doing this type of restructure now.
Becoming more productive is good news for these companies; their
shareholders will be delighted with the higher profitability that should
result – the same revenue produced by fewer employees. This is not
good news for the amount of unemployment the Australian economy
might see all at once in the next few years. If, however, we can
successfully transfer these people to other parts of the economy with
minimum lag, then we may have the opportunity to enjoy the
“Automation Advantage” as described by the alphabeta group.
The extent and pace of the unemployment and job transfer is still not
clear. McKinsey has described scenarios of between 0 and 30% of the
global workforce needing to switch occupational categories, and they
settled conservatively for 15% as of December of 2017 for the time
period of 2018-2030. In their December 2017 article, they remind us
that all workers will need to “adapt, as their occupations evolve alongside
increasingly capable machines. Some of that adaptation will require higher
educational attainment, or spending more time on activities that require
social and emotional skills, creativity, high-level cognitive capabilities and
other skills relatively hard to automate” (McKinsey, 2017).
What seems evident by the numbers of people coming out of the
workforce at once is that the every day market forces and the typical
outplacement industry will not be able to accommodate the scale we
will see. In traditional restructures, an organisation will typically

TOP ASX 20 Companies

Estimated
Number of
Employees

if employment reduced by 15%

CBA

51,800

7,770

BHP

65,000

9,750

Westpac

32,629

4,894

CSL

20,000

3,000

ANZ

50,152

7,523

NAB

35,063

6,000

Wesfarmers

220,000

33,000

Macquarie

13,597

2,040

Woolworths

202,000

30,300

RIO

50,000

7,500

Woodside Petroleum

3,300

495

Telstra

36,165

8,000

Transurban

1,500

225

Scentre Group

2,586

388

IAG

13,500

2,025

Suncorp

14,500

2,175

South32

15,545

2,332

Origin

6,000

900

Amcor

35,000

5,250

Brambles

14,000

2,100

TOTAL
Unemployment:

Announced
Late 2017

Announced
June 2018

135,666
In May 2018 People looking for full time 494,300
Those looking for part
time 220,300

contract an outplacement firm such as Audrey Page or Lee
Hecht Harrison and arrange for this firm to assist the outgoing
employees to reorient to a new career through coaching, CV
shaping, job search techniques, sourcing employment
opportunities, and helping them to develop employer approach
strategies. Many of these outplacement models were based on
expertise built up of the old organisations – not the new
industries, capabilities and technologies that are emerging
which are going to require the employees. These new industries
are part of the Australia 2030 Strategy and just emerging,
appearing on the horizon just as the unemployed appear from
the Telstra’s, NAB’s and other old economies. We will need to
work very collaboratively across the Old and New economies to
proactively provide wayfinding strategies.
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2. Transitioning the High
Risk Workers
McKinsey in their 2017 paper has
recognised the high level of corporate and
government collaboration that the
workforce transition caused by automation
will require: “an initiative on the scale of the
Marshall Plan involving sustained
investment, new training models, programs
to ease worker transitions, income support,
and collaboration between the public and
private sectors” (McKinsey 2017). Their
paper addresses the global economy and
identifies four priorities that will make a
critical difference for managing workforce
transitions:
a. Maintaining robust economic growth
to support job creation
b.

Improving labour market dynamism

c.

Providing income and transition
support to displaced workers

d.

Scaling up workforce retraining and
skill development programs,
particularly for midcareer workers
(McKinsey, 2017).

Australia is indeed coalescing to respond to the challenge of creating the “Australia 2030”– the new
economy, the “jobs for the future,” that will be possibly be ableTimeToReflect.Today
to employ these transitioning
workers. The Australian Government established the Innovation and Science Australia (ISA) Board
in 2016, made up of 15 entrepreneurs ,investors, researchers and educators with extensive local and
global experience. In January 2018, ISA produced a strategic plan summarised below to advise
policy makers on how to accelerate innovation and optimise Australia’s innovation system out
to 2030.

So, how do we apply this to the Australian
context?
a. Maintaining robust economic growth to
support job creation
The McKinsey report identifies the key
ingredients we’ve always known will make
up robust economic growth, namely:
•

Investments in R&D

•

Investments in Human Capital

•

Investment capital

•

Lowered barriers to entry

•

Adoption of automation technologies

•

New business models, occupations,
work activities

•

New business creation, start upcommunities, dynamic firm entry and
exit

•

An effective and balanced system for
encouraging the development and
deployment of intellectual property, a
high-skill scientific and engineering
workforce, and public or private and
funding for basic research and
commercialisation

What is Australia doing to maintain robust
economic growth to support job creation?

(Innovation and Science Australia, 2017)
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In 2016, CSIRO also laid out four scenarios
for Australia 2030 and then conducted
scenario planning on five major industries,
which make up five of the six Growth
Centres that the Australian Government
has established as their sectors of
competitive strength and strategic priority
– see the Industry Growth Centres
Initiative. Each of these six industry centres
have their own not-for-profit company with
an industry-led Board and are focusing on
leading cultural change in their sector by
focusing on:
• Increasing collaboration and
commercialisation;
• Improving access to global supply
chains and international opportunities;
• Enhancing management and workforce
skills and
• Optimising the regulatory environment
All six centres have published detailed
Sector Competitiveness Plans that
highlight reform agendas and industry
knowledge priorities and call for
collaboration with other initiatives which
we must coordinate with, including the
Entrepreneurs’ Programme, Cooperative
Research Centres Program and the
Australian Research Council Industrial
Research Transformation Program.

TimeToReflect.Today
Any Transition Strategy will need to build on the work that has
been done this far in establishing the foundation of what the
Australian 2030 economy is shaping up to be and therefore where
the jobs will be. Determining the capabilities this new economy will
require starts with understanding what the transition workers will
need to re-enter the labour workforce. Determining the companies
that will be thriving in this new economy will determine the target
providers of jobs for our transition workers. The six industry growth
centres will make excellent partners of collaboration in the effort to
define capabilities and then training, and they have each well and
truly started the process of this over the last two years in each of
their industry sectors. The challenge now lies in ensuring that the
transition workers know how to navigate the complexity and new
companies know how to find the supply of new workers.

Advanced Manufacturing
(AMGC)(Advanced Manufacturing
Growth Centre)

Food Innovation Australia Ltd
(Food and Agribusiness Growth
Centre)

METS Ignited
(Mining Equipment Technology
and Service Growth Centre)

Austcyber
(Cyber Security Growth
Centre)

MTPConnect
(Medical Technologies and
Pharmaceutical Growth Centre)

National Energy Resources
Australia (NERA)
(Oil, Gas & Energy Resources
Growth Centre)

(CSIRO, 2016)
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b. Improving
As the McKinsey report argues (McKinsey
2017) , there are still poor information
asymmetries in the workforce, with poor
job matching: companies struggle to find
the people they need and people cannot
find the opportunities for which they are
best qualified –even in a country as small
as Australia with the arrival of LinkedIn,
the recruitment and executive search
industry is thriving so we know that there
is plenty of room for improvement. Ideas
in this area include:
•

•

•

Ensuring that we are constantly
improving digital platforms that make
labour markets more transparent and
improve job matching – this will
become extremely important in the
next few years as more and more
people come out of the old industries
(witness NAB and Telstra) and look for
the new and emerging companies that
are needing newer capabilities that
are going to need clearer and precise
definitions
Looking at processes for new business
formation and ensuring that this is as
easy as possible. At the moment,
Australia is ranked 7 out of 127
countries for the ease of starting a
business, which is exceptional, so we
are doing well here
Understanding how to ease
geographic mobility – which is
definitely limited in Australia of course
in comparison to the wide choices in
the US or the EU

•

Reviewing overly burdensome
occupational licensing and restrictions

•

Ensuring that benefits are not lost in
moving from one employer to another

•

Easing the process and financing for
entrepreneurs to start new firms –
which is particularly challenging in
Australia where venture capital is not
readily available

•

Embracing all new forms of flexible
work options – independent
contractors, freelancers, selfemployed individuals, people working
in the “sharing” economy

c. Providing Transition and Income
Support to Workers
The McKinsey report reminds us of the
social and economic costs of extended
unemployment in the declines in physical
and mental health – not only on the
unemployed, but also the children. Left
unchecked, further wage polarisation and
market income stagnation will occur
causing economic unrest.
The types of transition and income
support that the report considers include:
•

The types of career counselling that
Australia certainly has in our nonprofit organisations, organisations
such as SSI, Mission Australia,
Salvation Army, Benevolent Society

•

Unemployment insurance to provide
income to workers during training or
transitioning between jobs

•

Universal basic income to ensure that
countries still have consumer buying
the products, ensuring that demand is
robust. The proponents for this argue
that this will encourage more risktaking, entrepreneurial job-switching.
The opponents argue that simply
giving money will not necessarily
influence people to go out and seek
work.

d. Scaling up job retraining and
workforce skill development

“Providing job retraining and
enabling individuals to learn
marketable new skills
throughout their lifetimes will
be a central challenge for some
countries over the next decade
and beyond.” (McKinsey, 2017)
This is focus of the argument in
section 5 “Australian Career
Transition Academy.” This is
an opportunity for universities
and particularly the four
national banks and Federal
Government to show how
national collaboration can
work.

There are many
examples where governments,
TimeToReflect.Today
non-profit organisations and businesses are
working to sponsor retraining initiatives around
the world:
• Singapore, for example, created a SkillsFuture
Initiative in 2016, which provides all
Singaporeans aged 25 and above with a credit of
about $400 to spend on work-skills related
courses of which there are more than 28,000
such courses available and already more than
120,000 people have used the initiative to take
the courses, more than 60% over 40 (McKinsey,
2017)
• The World Economic Forum’s consortium of the
world’ leading IT companies set up SkillSET,
which is a free skills-based training and
education to prepare people for an increasingly
digital workplace giving free access to the most
up-to-date, self-paced training materials
available, ranging from general business skills,
basic digital literacy and entrepreneurship to
more advanced topics such as cyber-security,
big data or Internet of Thing. They are aiming to
reach one million people with resources and
training opportunities by 2021. The consortium
includes Cisco, Cognizant, Tata, PWC,
Accenture, Infosys, salesforce, SAP, HP, Pega,
and CA Technologies.
• Some businesses are partnering with
universities to target their employees’ skills gap
for the new “Imagination Age” - -e.g. AT&T
partnering with Georgia Tech to enrol in the
university’s computer science program which
AT&T helped set up. AT&T has determined that
95% of their 135,000 employees will need
training in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics over the next decade (McKinsey
2017)
• Walmart is conducting in house training through
its Walmart Academy, expecting to train more
than 225,000 associates by the end of 2017 in
house (McKinsey 2017)
• Starbucks is partnering with Arizona State
University to earn a bachelor’s degree online
(Starbucks 2014)
• Google is pledging$1 billion to change the future
of work –starting with “Grow with Google,” a
platform giving people in the U.S. access to free
job training, $10 million to Goodwill for digital
skills training in the U.S.
• Amazon Choice is a program that reimburses
95% of tuition, fees and material to a wide array
of accredited degree programs (Amazon Choice
2018) for high demand occupations such as
aircraft mechanics, computer-aided design,
machine tool technologies, and medical lab
technologies -- regardless of whether those
skills are relevant to a career at Amazon: “we
exclusively fund education only in areas that
are in high demand according to source like the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.”
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kind of skills2008
are we talking about?
Both the analyses done by McKinsey (this
page) done globally as well as that done by
alphabeta on Australia’s working
population (see next page) show the types
of more social, emotional, creative and
logical reasoning skills that will be
required in the new jobs forecasted
(nonroutine interpersonal and nonroutine
analytical), as well as the disappearing
hours that will be spent in simply
processing data, collecting data, and in
predictable physical activities (routine
manual, nonroutine manual, routine
cognitive) (McKinsey 2017; alphabeta
2017).
Enter the phrase “21st century skills” into
Wikipedia and you will receive a list of all of
the many organisations that have done the
research and advocated for their particular
list of capabilities that workers and
students should have to survive this digital,
Imagination, 21st Century. The World
Economic Forum’s set, for example, is
shown below.

McKinsey Global Institute Analysis of TimeToReflect.Today
Changes in Work (2017)

(McKinsey, 2017)

The World
Economic Forum
Lifelong Learning
View of the 16 Skills
Required for the 21st
Century

(World Economic Forum, 2015)

(McKinsey, 2017)
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21st century skills are certainly dominated
by the “C”’s:
• Critical thinking
• Creativity and innovation
• Cross-cultural understanding
• Communication
• Computing
• Collaboration
• Connection
• Curiosity
• Cooperation
• Coordination
Deloitte Access Economics consulted with
key industry experts and analysed new
detailed data from job matching tools,
LinkedIn and Workible, to determine both
international and domestic demand for the
types of these 21st century skills being
demanded by international and domestic
employers and how well Australians can
meet these demands. Deloitte Access
Economics forecasts that soft skill intensive

(alphabeta, 2017)

According to Deloitte

(Deloitte, 2017)
occupations will account for two-thirds of
all jobs by 2030, compared to half of all jobs
in 2000. The number of jobs in soft-skill
intensive occupations is expected to grow
at 2.5 times the rate of jobs in other
occupations.
As these skills become more and more
important to the success of an Imagination
Age worker, they are also becoming more
and more difficult to assess by simply
looking at an incoming candidate’s degree.
A Harvard MBA does not mean that Joe
Smith necessary has enormous emotional
judgment, but could probably mean that he
is a pretty strong problem solver and not a
bad critical thinker. Whether he is a team
worker remains to be seen.

(alphabeta, 2017)
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emphasis on
“skills” rather than on
2008
educational credentials is gaining
momentum with many companies, state
governments and non-profit organisations
around the world particularly in the U.S.
For example, Markle Foundation began an
initiative called Skillful in Colorado that is
spreading across the U.S. (now 25 State
Governors have joined its initiative).
Skillful’s aim is to “put more people to
work in good jobs by valuing skills no
matter where they are obtained.” It is
supported by a Microsoft grant of more
than $25 million. This is an initiative
Australia should look at quite seriously
and in detail.
Skillful’s website points out that:
•

•

•

46% of American employers report
difficult filling jobs due to a lack of
available talent (Manpower Group,
2017)
7.3 million fewer jobs are available
today than there were in 1989 if your
highest level of educational
attainment is a high school diploma
(Georgetown Center for Education and
the Workforce, 2016)
87% of Americans believe it is
essential to continually train and learn
new skills to keep up with changes in
the workplace (Markle Foundation,
2016)

Essentially, what Skillful does is focus on
the ecosystem of:
•

Coaches and career services to help
skilled people to get a good job
through skills engines, academies,
interviews, communities of practice

•

Employers to find, retain and develop
the right employees through tools that
help with planning, hiring and
onboarding and development

•

Job seekers to get the skills to get
ahead through such tools as an
Interest Profiler and a Skills Profiler.
These then direct the job seer to
training online and to training
providers that match their needs.
They then match their career interests
to particular careers

Other skills-based hiring practices in the
United States are definitely worth further
research for Australia. The skills-based
hiring practices have exponentially grown

Other Skill-Based Hiring Practices

TimeToReflect.Today
RESOURCES from the U.S.

“Automation and technological advances are having a profound
impact on our workforce. While the digital economy has ushered
in enormous growth and prosperity for some, it is leaving many
others behind. Traditional categories of employment, ways of
getting training, and the relationship between employers and
workers are continually evolving. The jobs of today increasingly
require new skills, and these skills are changing rapidly. Particularly
vulnerable to the dynamics of the new economy are the almost
70% of American adults who do not have a four-year college
degree.
As a nation we must chart a new course, one that provides value
and equal dignity for all Americans. We need to transition to a
skills-based labor market—one without the barrier of a four-year
college degree that keeps so many people from applying for indemand jobs. And we need new mechanisms for employers to
better identify the skills they need to grow and then connect this
information with educators, career coaches, and job seekers.
To achieve a skills-based labor market that works for everyone,
Markle, along with Microsoft, LinkedIn, the state of Colorado, and
local partners, is building Skillful. Starting in Colorado, we are
integrating businesses, state government, non-profits, and
educators to forge a new way of creating and accessing
opportunity. Using data and technology tools, we are providing
transparency around the value of educational and training
programs, giving educators a clearer picture of which skills are in
demand in their area, and giving businesses a better sense of
which skills are available in their applicant pool. Our goal is to help
job seekers access a variety of choices to achieve lasting career
success; for employers to find the skilled talent they need to grow;
and for educators to train people with the skills required to
compete in today’s economy.”
(Skillful.com, 2018)

In response to the significant mismatch between
unemployment and unfilled jobs: Eight million
Americans being unemployed while six million US
jobs still remain unfilled. More than 60% of adults in
the U.S. apparently do not have a college degree but
could qualify for these six million jobs so people are
becoming creative about how they could show how
they do qualify (Fuller and Raman, 2017).
The Harvard Business School and Accenture report
Dismissed by Degrees shows how degree inflation is
inflation is undermining U.S. competitiveness and
hurting America’s middle class (Fuller and Raman,
2017). Some companies are getting this – nearly onethird of the new hires employed at IBM’s Rocket
Centre, W.Virginia Facility who work on cloud
computing, cybersecurity, and application
development do not have four-year degrees. (SHRM,
2018).

TechHire (techhire.org)—Provides
more information about its
programs, including a listing of all 72
TechHire communities currently
operating in the U.S., as well as
access to its job portal,
https://techhire.careers/employer/
new. Employers can sign up to show
their openness to non-traditional
hiring for tech positions. HR
professionals can also sign up to
conduct practice interviews with
TechHire candidates. This is
supported by Opportunity@Work:
”It’s time to rewire the American
Labor Market” –aiming to have at
least 1 million American get hired
through demonstrating their skills
HackerRank (hackerrank.com)—
Offers a free demo, as well as a 14day trial for employers to review
and test its library of thousands of
coding challenges covering 35
programming languages and six
computer science domains.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Foundation Center for Education
and Workforce
(uschamberfoundation.org/centereducation-and-workforce)—
Provides information on The
Opportunity Project, a new
foundation workforce initiative, as
well as research on the skills gap and
the future of work. See also the
Chamber’s Foundation Talent
Pipeline Management Initiative, a
demand-driven approach to close
the skills gap in the U.S.
Innovate + Educate, a non-profit
focused on shifting training, hiring
and advancement strategies to
ensure that 100 million low income
workers can find employment
Year Up– connecting 5 million young
adults to 12 million jobs through
one-year pathways of connections
Hope Street Group—revolutionising
nation’s approach to education,
training, hiring, career advancement
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In Australia,
Deakin
University has evolved a system of
December
2008
“micro-credentials,” whereby an employee in the market who
has a certain level of experience in any particular industry can
apply to be credentialed through Deakin by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Collecting evidence of their capability
Writing a 500-1000 word testimony on this capability
Undertaking a video testimony answering a set of
prescribed questions about this capability
Having the set of evidence and testimonies
benchmarked and assessed by a Deakin industry expert
against industry skill frameworks and the Australian
Qualifications Framework (AQF)

Once the credential is granted to the employee, they can then
advertise it on their CV, LinkedIn, etc.
This is a great start to building the type of ecosystem we
need. The trick, though, is going to be to help employees
coming out of traditional large employers such as a NAB or a
Telstra to navigate the new economy and to find their way to
the companies that are emerging that will require different
jobs and skill sets. Finding out information about the new
industries, determining the skills they need to learn and how
to market these skills in the most compelling way will be the
challenge for everyone. We need to create a way to meet,
both online and physically, where people can come together
to converse as the new economy emerges so we can learn and
relearn together.

Bringing the Ecosystem Together
Students getting ready to
enter the workforce
Universities/
TAFEs/
Training
companies

Online Skill
Providers

Industry
Associations

Coaches
Recruiting
Companies
and Search
Firms

Job Seekers

Companies exiting
employees

Government
Innovation and
Entrepreneur
Bodies such as
CSIRO

Companies looking
for new employees

Existing Employees wanting to
upgrade their skills
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3. The “Low Risk” workers
who are staying behind
In section 5 of this paper and in the many
dialogues we hope to have going forward,
we will be looking at the solutions to how
to help the thousands of people who will be
looking for new work as a result of losing
their jobs to automation. Let us not forget,
however, the workers who remain behind
in the restructured organisations. They,
too, will need new skills as they take on the
challenges of the “Imagination Age.”
One of the most interesting
opportunities that the corporations will
face as they do their next restructures is
how they are going to recreate
organisations that are built for the digital
age and for a culture of people who no
longer want to work in the industrial-age
cultures that most of the large corporations
were set up to be.
The 20th century corporations that
survive will have to put their “talent first.”
Understanding employees intimately and
what each employee needs to develop
their capability has never been more
important.

Talent is “king” in the
Imagination Age.

The Era

The
CEO

Where
value is
created

INDUSTRIAL
AGE

INFORMATION
AGE

IMAGINATION
AGE

The analytical
capitalist who rose up
through the ranks –
an industry expert
who knows how to
leverage plant capital
well, who excels in
“Lean Six Sigma” and
“Total Quality
Management”
principles

The charismatic strategist
who can build knowledge
pathways most rapidly and
efficiently across the
organisation and inspire a
provocative and profitable
vision in the customers,
shareholders and Wall
Street

The intuitive integrationist
who creates the future
through facilitation of
collaborative imagination
and constantly focusing on
the system and individual
points of talent
acceleration – fascinated
with capability across the
human potential and
robotic frontier

Through return on
capital and therefore
constant maintenance,
growth and efficiency
of underlying plant
(equipment, property,
IP). The acts of
acquiring and
leveraging plant and
property capital most
efficiently drive
economic value.

Through the speed of
knowledge transmission –
as expressed in systems,
processes, IP and seen in
the rise of the consulting
industry, services
economy, software,
tourism, and education.
The acts of analysis and
thinking are the main
drivers of economic value.

Through the ability to
generate new ideas that
command a significant first
mover advantage in the
market. These ideas can’t
be easily copied in the
market because of the
nature of the customer
relationships. The
customers want to buy
from and then co-create
to make even better over
a lifetime relationship.
The acts of creativity and
imagination are the main
drivers of economic value.

The CFO –because
this is the person with
the capability most
required – the
financial engineering
required to leverage
capital the fastest and
most efficiently – and
the knowledge of how
to raise and leverage
capital for growth

The Strategist – because
this is the person who will
formulate the source of
value for the company and
ensure that it is
understood and
sustainable – note many
companies outsourced the
strategist in the 1990s and
2000s to McKinsey, Booz,
Bain and BCG.

The Chief Talent Officer:
just as in the movies with
the Director/Actor pair,
this Talent Officer is
critical to finding the right
2-3 % of the talent and
getting the best out of
that talent to make the
“film” excel or not. And
unlike movies, working
with talent over years is a
tricky business as a human
passes through various life
stages and hits all kinds of
unexpected personal
snags.

“Talent is king” proclaims the newly
published Talent Wins, written by three coauthors Ram Charan (co-author of The
Leadership Pipeline amongst many others),
Dominic Barton, the Global Managing
Partner of McKinsey and Dennis Carey,
Global Vice Chairman of Korn Ferry:

“Talent has never been
more important to the
success of a
corporation. Talent is
king. Talent, even more
than strategy is what
creates value. The
implications of this are
profound.”

The
most
important

partner
for the
CEO

(Charan, Barton, Carrey, 2018).
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Redesigning structures for the organisations as they emerge after their
restructures will be one of the more interesting challenges facing the
organisations like NAB, Telstra, CBA, etc. Since 1960, organisational
theorists have known humans are not motivated by Theory X principles:

These organisations will need methodologies for redesign and
creating organisations that will allow for ideas to flow much more
fluidly:

Pflaeging, 2018.

(McGregor,1960)
Many of the organisations will have to radically rethink the tools and
processes they use as they “re-create” themselves:
Yet, if we look at all of the various tools that we have been using to
manage our organisations, most of them have been based on “X”
principles:

Element

The Old Idea

The New Idea

Organisation
structure

•

Hierarchical pyramid

• Self-organising team

Coordination

•

Coordination through fixed meetings at every
level (meeting overload)

• No executive team meetings

Projects

•

Heavy machinery of program and project
managers to cry and control complexity

• Radically simplified project management

• Coordination and meetings, mostly ad hoc
when needs arise
• No project managers – people self-staff
projects
• Minimum plans and budgets, organic
prioritisation

Staff functions

•

Plethora of central staff functions for HR, IT,
purchasing, finance, controlling, quality,
safety, risk management, etc.

• Most of these functions performed by teams
themselves

Recruitment

•

Interview by trained HR personnel; focus on
fit with job description

• Interview by future colleagues, focus is on fit
with organisation and with purpose

Onboarding

•

Mostly administrative

• Significant training in relationship skills and in
company culture

• Few staff remaining in these functions – no rea
central headquarters

• Rotation programs to immerse oneself in
organisation
•
•

Training trajectories designed by HR
Mostly skill and management training

• Personal freedom and responsibility for training

Job titles and job
descriptions

•

Every job has job title and job description

• No job titles

Individual purpose

•

It’s not the organisation’s role to help
employees identify their personal calling

• Recruitment, training and appraisals used to
explore the juncture of individual calling and
organisational purpose

“Full Time”

•

Cumbersome rules around what is possible
in terms of hours worked and what
constitutes an “FTE”

• Honest discussion about individual time
commitment to work vs. other meaningful
commitments

Training

• Critical importance of common training that
everyone attend

• Fluid and granular roles instead of fixed job
description

• High degree of flexibility in hours as long as
commitments upheld
Performance
management

Pflaeging, 2018.

Compensation

Appointments and
promotions

Dismissal

•

Focus on individual performance

• Focus on team performance

•

Appraisals established by hierarchical
superior

• Peer-based processes for individual appraisals

•

Appraisal discussion aims for objective
snapshot of past performance

•

Decision made by hierarchical superior

•

Individual incentives

•

Meritocratic principles can lead to large
salary differences

•

Intense jockeying for scarce promotions
leads to politics and dysfunctional behaviour

• No promotions, but fluid rearrangement of roles
based on expansion

•

Silos: every manager is king of castle

• Responsibility to speak up about issues
outside of one’s scope of authority

•

Boss has authority with HR approval to
dismiss a subordinate

• Dismissal last step in mediated conflict
resolution mechanism

•

Dismissal mostly a legal and financial
process

• Caring support to turn dismissal into a learning
opportunity

• Appraisals discussion turned into personal
inquiry into one’s learning journey and calling
• Self-set salaries with peer calibration for base
bay
• No bonuses, but equal profit sharing
• Narrower salary differences

Laloux, 2014.
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“Low risk workers” who are working in the
financial services sector are also facing the
added pressure of the Banking Royal
Commission, which has had an enormous
impact on the culture of the organisations
who have experienced it so far and will
have far-reaching impact for those who
still have to bear the investigations.
AMP and CBA are organisations that
have experienced the most impact so far.
The costs alone in talent lost at the top of
those two organisations have been
immense as we have seen the resignation
of CEO and the changes at the Board at
AMP and the resignation of CEO and
multiple executives at CBA.
When one adds the strain of the Royal
Commission to the strain of the large
restructures, the result can be equivalent
to any personal trauma and should be
treated as such for many people. Ignoring
the signs of distress in employees during
this time will be a grave mistake. Helping
employees cope to recover from the
residual depression, anxiety, shame,
anger, frustration, fear and other
destruction emotions that arise from all of
the extremely heated investigations, the
scalding press, the abusive customers who
may just have a right to be abusive, the
shareholders who want to know what is
going on, the friends who want to know
why one still works at such a place and
how “it could be this bad?”
Recovering from trauma as a leadership
skill in an organisation is not something
that is taught in one’s M.B.A., and
interestingly, some organisations are
turning to some of the organisations
across the sectors who have people who
are trained in trauma and know how to
apply what they have been doing for years
in getting people back on their feet to
helping organisations get back on their
feet.
One such organisation is Quest for Life,
headquartered in Bundanoon, NSW.
Established in 1989 by Petrea King the
Quest for Life Foundation provides
intensive educational support programs
and community-based workshops that
encourage, educate and empower people
to create emotional resilience and peace
of mind, during times of illness,
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depression, grief and trauma.
Encompassing a holistic approach to
physical, mental, emotional and social
wellbeing, Quest is committed to making a
positive difference in people facing all kinds
of challenging life events. More than
120,000 people have utilised Quest’s
services.
The programs, which include Healing Your
Life, Moving Beyond Trauma, Quest for Life
for cancer, MS, Parkinson's, chronic pain,
recognise that unexpected and unthinkable
things can happen to all of us and, with that
in mind, Quest takes a whole-person and
recovery-orientated approach to wellbeing,
utilising the latest scientific research into
neuroscience and epigenetics, as well as
research on health and healing.

Quest is now partnering with the corporate
sector to assist those organisations that have
recognised they need the same type of
emotional resilience training in order to ensure
the wellbeing of their employees, especially
responding those most affected by Australia’s
Royal Commission into Banking. The
Imagination Age demands that an employee be
in exceptional positive emotional health so that
their brain is in its optimum state.
Understanding what that looks like through the
best sleep, nutrition, meditation, social
connectedness and psychological science is
essential. Having partnerships with
psychotherapeutic counsellors who understand
holistically the body-mind-spirit approaches to
the art of being human is one of the most
effective partnership an organisation can make.

About My Brain and their i4 Neuroleader
Model is another example of an
organisation that is having an amazing
impact on helping organisations to access
the critical capabilities that they will need
for the Imagination Age. Indeed, founder
Silvia Damiano popularised the framework
of “Industrial Age, Information Age, and
Imagination Age” in her first book
Leadership is Upside Down.
This leadership framework below is a
wellbeing and brain-based leadership
model which is based on findings from the
fields of neuroscience,
neurogastroenterology, sleep, nutrition,
mindfulness, body movement, design
thinking, strategy and positive psychology.
Organisations are taking more and more
interest in these types of capabilities –and in
the methods of building these capabilities
through looking at the physical, the mental,
the social and the emotional 24-hour-a-day
whole person.

aboutmybrain.com
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3.0 The “future” workers
Ensuring that the future workers who are
now in primary and secondary school and
are heading to university or directly into the
working world are getting exposed to the
capabilities that the new businesses require
of them will be just as important. The
curriculum and the methodology of teaching
that we are formulating for our children is
extraordinarily important as we head into
the “2020’s.”
Many countries around the world are
seeking solutions for their youth as we
speak. An example of how YearUp.Org in
the U.S. is responding is shown below in
their diagram, where they target young
adults who are about to enter the
mainstream economy but lack the regular
opportunities to do so.
Even earlier targeting is necessary, though,
and many examples abound. Theories of
education are rapidly evolving, as we realise
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that our schools will need to focus more on
“learning how to learn” – and teaching
children problem solving, critical thinking,
and resilience. We will be much more
interested in the child learning competencies
in creativity, collaboration, self-regulation
and problem solving through projects that
require “real-world knowledge,” and for
children to communicate and create
knowing together. Iram Siraj, author of
Future Frontiers: Education for an AI World,
reminds us of the importance of teaching
“sustained shared thinking,” in which two or
more individuals work together in an
intellectual way to solve a problem, clarify a
concept, evaluate an activity or extend a
narrative. The earlier we can introduce this
activity in education, the better in this day
and age (Siraj, 2017).
And one of the most important things we
can do is to get our kids away from too much

screen time. Teaching our children how to
use technology wisely will be essential in a
time when we can readily become slaves to it
instead.
Perhaps one of the most effective models
for our high-school-aged students could be
modelled after the industry and educational
institutions partnerships that have always
been well known in countries such as
Germany and Switzerland.
One such education-industry collaboration
that is gaining ground in Australia is called
the “P-TECH” model. Australia is investing
$5.1 million to pilot the P-Tech model in
Australia, which commenced in January of
2016 in Geelong and Ballarat. The P-TECH
model was first established in 2011 in the
United States by IBM and a consortium of
education partners in New York City and is
designed as a way for employers to work
alongside school in preparing young people
for success in further study and work.
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In 2018, 14 school are now involved in the
P-Tech pilot with industries.
“The P-TECH styled model offers students
studying for their Senior Secondary
Certificate an industry supported pathway to
a STEM related diploma, advanced diploma
or degree. Students then have the option to
continue their study at the tertiary level or
pursue employment in a STEM related field,
including job opportunities with the school’s
industry partners. Students participating in a
P-TECH styled model study regular high
school subjects such as English, science, and
mathematics, while also undertaking an
advanced STEM learning program with
support from the school’s industry partners.
Industry support could include: opportunities
for students to engage in authentic workbased learning; provision of structured work
placements; apprenticeships/traineeships;
paid internships; or part time work.
While the P-TECH styled model can be
adapted by local education, industry and
community partners to suit local
circumstances, the overarching aim of a PTECH styled learning program is to build the
technical and non-technical skills students
need to succeed in school, further education
and work. Throughout the learning program,
industry are involved in the design and
delivery of learning (both at school and in the
workplace). The P-TECH styled learning
program matches each student with an
industry mentor in years 1-3 of the program
and provides opportunities for students to
connect their learning to real life applications.
Mentors work closely with teaching staff and
help guide students through practical
projects and problem solving exercises that
extend their learning beyond the classroom
and build students’ understanding of the
world of work.” (Ptech, 2017).
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Another influential initiative in preparing our
youth for the Imagination Age has been the
Institute of Positive Education and the
example it has set for us over the last ten
years at Geelong Grammar School. 2018
marks a decade of Positive Education, which
was inspired by the work of the ‘founding
father’ of the Positive Psychology movement,
Dr Martin Seligman.
In 2008 Dr Martin Seligman and his team at
the University of Pennsylvania were invited
out to Geelong Grammar School to
implement the evidence-based foundations of
Positive Psychology into the Geelong
Grammar School way of life. It was at this
point that Positive Education began. To quote
Martin Seligman, “we spent our sabbatical at
Geelong Grammar School in 2008, and
Positive Education was founded then and
there.”
Ten years on, Positive Education has grown
immensely. Not only has it been successfully
implemented throughout Geelong Grammar
School, but by establishing the Institute of
Positive Education, Geelong Grammar School
has not only contributed significantly to the
ongoing research related to the field of
Positive Education, they have also helped
numerous other schools and organisations
worldwide implement Positive Education.
Positive Education Schools Association is now
an organisation that has regular conferences
year ‘round and membership.
As the Institute of Positive Education expands
its services in reaching schools and teachers all
over Australia and countries such as China and
Saudi Arabia, the methodology of “Learn it,
Live it, Teach it and Embed it,”

which fosters a positive mental health and
wellbeing culture in schools will readily
transfer into the workplace. The six related
domains of wellbeing that pertain to schools
absolutely also pertain to the workplace,
namely:
• Positive relations: the importance of
connectedness, the focus on developing
social and emotional skills that nourish our
relationships with the self and others
•

Positive emotions: understanding our
emotions and those of others so we can
savour our positive emotions such as joy,
love, gratitude and contentment and
understand how to cope with destructive
emotions

•

Positive health: how to develop
sustainable habits for optimal physical and
psychological health, which would include
practising mindfulness and resilience
techniques that promote greater health
outcomes, reviewing healthy behaviours
in terms of exercise, nutrition and sleep

•

Positive engagement: Understanding
one’s engagement in the activities of the
day, the pathways to learning, and the
impact on individual wellbeing

•

Positive accomplishment: Focuses on
enabling individual growth through
striving for and achieving meaningful
outcomes, ensuring that we are all striving
for goals that are both highly rewarding to
the self and are of benefit to the team and
the wider community – how do we
embrace challenges with grit,
determination, hope and a willingness to
learn from our experiences?

•

Positive purpose: Focuses on
understanding, believing in and serving
something great than our self and
deliberately engaging in activities for the
benefit of others – how can we draw on
our character strengths in ways that
contribute to the welfare of others and the
wider community

(Institute of Positive Education, 2018).
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4.
The notion of an
Australian Career
Transition Academy
As the number of people being exited out
of the corporations begins to accelerate, it
is more and more important that we have a
solution for retraining and placing these
people in places that start to build on the
plans we have in mind for “Australia 2030.”
The haphazard plans that may or may not
take place through individual outplacement
programs will not be enough to create the
type of productivity and wealth we will
need to generate at the scale of
restructuring we will see if McKinsey’s
predictions are correct.
There is a series of dialogues that needs to
take place between corporates,
universities, start-up’s, capital providers,
trainers and government as we begin to see
the emergence of the new economy take its
shape and the capability gaps begin to
appear alongside the thousands of
outplaced employees from the
corporations.
Would it be helpful to set up a physical
meeting place as well? We could imagine
this place set up in the area of the current
PowerHouse Museum, for example, as we
do understand that the museum is moving
to the Western part of Sydney. Imagine a
large building that has many uses and is
open seven days a week, 24 hours a day:
Purpose 1. A place to host all the various
dialogues that need to take place over the
next few years as Australia forms its
direction for its version of “Marshall Plan” –
see McKinsey’s recommendation that
countries will definitely require a version of
a Marshall Plan to respond to the
automation challenge (McKinsey 2017).
•

State and Federal Government
conferencing with major CEOs of the
large corporations to talk about plans
for downsizing – to start taking these
numbers and plugging them into a
transition planning framework

•

Training infrastructure planning
amongst universities taking these
numbers and planning along with
CSIRO and new companies to
determine the capabilities that need to
be trained in new employees
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Low-risk workers – who need
to accelerate their “21st
century” skills within the
corporation

Schools
Future workers
who need to be
educated and
prepared for the
future
Government:
Regulators
Policy
Funding
Tax
Export/Import
Education

Corporate
Corporate
Corporate
Corporate
Outgoing “high risk” redundant
employees – need to be retrained and
transitioned

A physical
transition
meeting
place as
well?

Universities
TAFEs
Online
Trainers
Credential Providers

New companies Arising of
the 2030 Economy
What are the capabilities they will require?

$

Capital
Providers:
Equity
Debt

Recruiters, Headhunters, Outplacement
Online Search
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Purpose 2. A place for small companies
December
2008 ideas and learn
to come
and exchange
from each other, attract talent, attract
capital
•

This “New Venture Transition Hub”
could be a place where new
companies could come to exchange
ideas about how to start up their
companies, what new capabilities
other companies are building, how
they are training these capabilities.
New companies could find talent
coming out of the corporations who
will also be coming to this hub to find
out about job possibilities.

•

This hub may also be a great place
where new companies can present
their ideas for capital – either in the
form of debt financing or venture
capital. Banks and other forms of
equity providers may see this as a
central meeting place where new
companies can come to show their
ideas at various show times – a
veritable “Shark Tank”

Purpose 3. A place for training – for
employees who have been made
redundant, for employees who still
have a job, for new employees coming
into the market
The hub would offer round the clock
training that would match what the
market was seeking (as defined by the
new companies and the 21st century skill
set demands). The curriculum would be a
mixture of what we are seeing through
the various MBA Executive, MBA
Professional and MBA Entrepreneur-type
curriculum mixed with all of the Digital
and Automation Age topics that business
people must be conversant in. The topics
might be offered through a university or
mixture of universities and TAFEs but be
available both in person and online and
easily matched to what the job market is
seeking.
Over time, the jobs arising out of the
new economy will clearly be identified by
the capabilities required to fulfil the job
and prospective employees looking at
these jobs will have clear ideas on the
type of training they would have to do in
order to qualify for open jobs. Training
will be seen as a lifetime activity that all
people will undertake, and this “Hub” will

Act as a great model for any university or
TAFE willing to look at this as an

Indeed, how do you
set up a university so it can be
integrated both into the jobs
economy as well as a person’s
lifetime-- and remain relevant
at each stage of that person’s
life – and remain relevant for
each stage of a company’s life
at the same time?
innovation.

A possible
collaboration for
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that transition?

To pull this off means a far more
integrated dialogue and community
amongst the university sector, the
corporate/small business community of
capability-seeking jobs and the
employment-seeking people –not to
mention the recruitment/head-hunter
industry wishing to place these people.
Having a physical hub to bring this
system together in ongoing dialogue will
be incredibly helpful if change is going to
happen.
Training that is readily applicable to jobs
and valued by employers is what we are
going to need more and more. We can no
longer afford to have the gap between
university and corporate sectors that we
have been having in Australia to date.
We need the type of seamless integration
that we have seen in the Silicon Valley, in
Boston, in Israel and in Berlin.
Purpose 4. A place where anyone –
public, students, financiers, start up’s,
government, etc. can learn about “new
technology”
This centre can also be a place where the
public can come to learn about Australia’s
new technology. So many of our people,
for example, do not understand what
“block chain” means and most people
have never actually seen “3D Printing.”
To have a hub of education available
where people can touch and feel the
emerging technology and hear lectures of
what these concepts mean would be of
exceptional education to the Australian
people as we catapult towards 2030.
Digital literacy will be essential, and this
is something we owe not only to our
“transitioning outplaced” workers but to
all of our citizens.

TRANSITION HUB

Instead of paying anywhere between
$5000-$25,000 each time for
outplacement fees for each executive an
organisation might restructure, we might
reconsider using these fees to build this
Australian Transition Centre in each of our
Capital Cities. I’ve taken heart in the
“Bridge” program that NAB has begun to
implement that is starting to address this –
see
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_pos
ts/the-bridge-to-help-our-people-preparefor-the-future-2/. In addition to the
severance payments, NAB is offering
access to these Bridge Centres where
people leaving NAB can access support
and resources for a period of up to 6
months after leaving. These centres are
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option, build their resumes and social media profiles, network,
prepare for interviews and access job searches or reskilling
opportunities. As part of The Bridge program NAB is also
providing:
• training to help people establish and run their own businesses;
• a new “active placement” service where people leaving NAB
can be matched with employers, including NAB business
customers, searching for people with their skill set and
expertise;
• connections to not-for-profit organisations seeking volunteers
or paid staff to do skilled work;
• the option to take up a grant of $3000 to cover agreed
vocational training courses and outplacement services; and
• additional health and wellbeing activities and offers.
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NEXT STEPS
This article was written to provoke thought amongst many
readers:
•

The universities and training companies, which should
consider how they play in this major transition training
provider between corporate and “new 2030 company”

•

The corporations, who might consider funding a transition
academy as a much more effective way to serve their
outgoing employees rather than throwing them at outdated
outplacement agencies

•

The start-up company, who needs to consider where and
how they will source their capability and their capital

•

The capital providers who are looking for ideas as we travel
towards 2030 and how we might find them

•

The Federal Government – particularly in the guise of
wanting to ensure the economy of Australia remains robust
in our GDP growth and productivity and our innovation

Perhaps one of the most exciting
endeavours to keep our eye on in Australia going

•

The potential and future worker who will be looking for a
job in the emerging economy and will want to update their
skills for the 21st century

worldwide is the collaboration between wework.com and
hpcglobal.com.au. Wework.com is on a mission to create a world
where people work to make a life, not just a living. Starting in
2010, they have built over 370 shared worksites around the world
across 64 cities where people can join as an individual “me” to
become a greater “we.” These are not just places – they are alive
with events, services, communities, learning, networking, access
to lower costs on health insurance, accounting software, gym
memberships, etc.
Then, add to this, hpcglobal is a global coaching firm that has
been working with organisations for 12 years in people
development, communication and the stage, and is now focused
on the “Transition” that we are talking about in this paper. Calling
this joint venture “Transition Hub,” these two companies will
create an opportunity for 30 people each week in 370 locations
(and growing) around the world to start a 7-week transition
program– which is all about connecting, learning and
recalibrating into a new life of possibilities along with 29 other

•

The recruitment and search industry who will need to link up
in the network of capability matching

If we were to combine these activities across not only NAB, but
all the banks including CSIRO and other 2030-directed start up
funding, we may have the possibility to really direct our people to
where the action is happening.

people who are going through the same
experience. They will be sourcing coaches
and principles from business,
communication, psychology, elite sport
and the performing arts across the world
to create a curated career transition
journey.
In this way, these two organisations are
combining the energy of a start-up hub
and the imagination of an innovation lab,
giving people a network, support systems
and new ideas to create the platform to
start building the road ahead.
Hpcglobal’s Transition Hub will also figure
in the University of Technology Sydney’s
latest MBA, the Advanced MBA, an
innovative and adaptable structure that
combines knowledge-developing focused
subjects blended with experiential
learning and intensive industry
engagement including coaching and
mentor. So, let’s keep exploring!

There is so much more to write, so much more to dialogue upon.
I have only scratched the surface. I am stopping the writing here
and will take these ideas out now at their very sketchy ideas and
will return with Part 2, which will take a look a the capital and
markets side for the companies we are trying to create on the
“road towards 2030.” .
In the meantime, I am putting money where my mouth is and
entering Federal Government for the first time in my career,
taking on the Chief Strategy and Talent position at Efic, the
export credit agency for the Australian Federal Government.
This will give me a wonderful opportunity to learn firsthand
about the Federal Government, small business and Australian
export activity.
Until we meet again, I look forward to hearing from you and
your ideas. Please do not hesitate to add to the debate.
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Where strategy and operations
meet talent and Self
Strategy without operations is a daydream.
Operations without strategy is a nightmare.
Either without talent development is unsustainable.
All without a kind and curious awareness of Self is meaningless
- Katharine McLennan
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